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There are a number of different machines on which the MSXC system has been set, and which is maintained 
as such: 

§ Beta (Girona) (ADF2019.3) 
§ CSUC (Barcelona; both IQCC accounts and RES projects) (ADF2019.1) 
§ CESGA (Galicia; RES projects only) (ADF2019.3) 
§ Peregrine (Groningen; RuG accounts only) (ADF2017) 

 
The MSXC system facilitates maximal user experience with minimal hassle, and transferability of input-files 
across the different machines. The machine specific instructions are all hidden in and taken care of by the 
msqs script for submitting jobs. Moreover, the system minimizes errors due to input typing, erroneous choices 
for solvation, ZORA, spectroscopy, etc. 
 

1. Starting a new calculation 
You will need one or more file(s) with coordinates (in *angs or *xyz format, see msc for conversion between 
different formats). As an example, consider the SN2 reaction between fluoride and methylchloride: 

 
6 
 
C      -0.00000000      -0.00000000       0.33447308 
H      -0.50911663       0.88181588      -0.02552855 
H      -0.50911663      -0.88181588      -0.02552855 
H       1.01823327      -0.00000000      -0.02552855 
Cl     -0.00000000       0.00000000       2.10447443 
F       0.00000000       0.00000000      -2.16952692 

 
Then type $MSXC/msinp -i Sn2_FMeCl.xyz and you’ll be asked about solvent (default: Acetonitrile; here I 
chose 0: GasPhase), density functional (S12g), grid (VeryGood), basis set (TZ2P), total charge and multiplicity 
(-1 and 1 in this case). Note that these default values vary depending on the type of calculation!  
Now, you should have two new files: opt_Sn2_FMeCl_-1_1 and opt_Sn2_FMeCl_-1_1.angs. This job would 
be giving you the reactant complex for the reaction. Submit it with the msqs script (see machine specific 
instructions further down). We can also directly make the input for the Transition State: $MSXC/msinp -t ts 
-i Sn2_FMeCl.xyz. This will prepare a standard TS input, where you need to modify the TSRC block to 
include the internal coordinates that are (most likely) involved in the TS. In this case, they are the Cl-C and C-
F bonds: 

Quild 
 TSRC 
   dist  1  5 
   dist  1  6 
 Subend 
End 
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We can follow progress of the optimization with the myreport and/or quildsummary command: 
 
myreport  
                              Output    #mm #deloc   #geo     status            gmax            ener            S^2       Symm 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
       opt_Sn2_FMeCl_-1_1.930049.out     18     12      8      Ready      0.00004314       -631.5667            0.0      C(3V) 
        ts_Sn2_FMeCl_-1_1.930050.out     20     12      9    Running      0.00302285       -631.4493            0.0      C(3V) 
 
quildsummary opt_Sn2_FMeCl_-1_1.930049.out  
 
 QUILD summary for opt_Sn2_FMeCl_-1_1.930049.out  
 
 Stp#           Energy     Gmax,adf     Grms,adf  Gmax,deloc.  Grms,deloc.  SymGeo  SymOrb  #negH 
            (kcal/mol)       (a.u.)       (a.u.)       (a.u.)       (a.u.) 
================================================================================================= 
    1        -629.8042     0.029052     0.008572     0.021242     0.008808   C(3V)   C(3V)      0 
    2        -630.8489     0.015934     0.004919     0.010158     0.003972   C(3V)   C(3V)      0 
    3        -631.2598     0.011270     0.002974     0.006787     0.002038   C(3V)   C(3V)      0 
    4        -631.4566     0.006713     0.001807     0.003925     0.001497   C(3V)   C(3V)      0 
    5        -631.5606     0.001726     0.000599     0.001662     0.000678   C(3V)   C(3V)      0 
    6        -631.5661     0.000429     0.000117     0.000432     0.000145   C(3V)   C(3V)      0 
 
Once the geometry optimization or TS-search has finished, we are going to run a vibrational frequency analysis 
to make sure it is a minimum/TS, and for getting the Gibbs energy. During the TS-search runs, we can follow 
its progress with the tsrc command: 
 
tsrc ts*ut 
TSRC coordinate values for ts_Sn2_FMeCl_-1_1.930050.out 
------------------------------------------- 
TRSC bond     1    5               2.079 
TRSC bond     1    6               2.124 

 
and once finished, do an myupdate to provide the final coordinates and report files. 
 
myupdate  
Working on opt_Sn2_FMeCl_-1_1.930049.out 
Working on ts_Sn2_FMeCl_-1_1.930050.out 
 
grep 'conn C ' *rep 
opt_Sn2_FMeCl_-1_1.930049.out.rep:conn C  1    :   H    2   1.08332  H    3   1.08332  H    4   1.08332  Cl   5   1.90554 
ts_Sn2_FMeCl_-1_1.930050.out.rep:conn C  1    :   H    4   1.07797  H    2   1.07797  H    3   1.07797  Cl   5   2.07890 
 
grep 'near C ' *rep 
opt_Sn2_FMeCl_-1_1.930049.out.rep:near C  1    :   F    6   2.39140 
ts_Sn2_FMeCl_-1_1.930050.out.rep:near C  1    :   F    6   2.12411 
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Now we can prepare the frequency calculations, $MSXC/msinp -t frq *ut, and run these. 
 
Note: 
Especially in case you have a transition-metal complex for which you want to do isotope shift calculations, 
you will need to already label the atoms that you want to treat by isotope analysis in the frequency 
calculation! 
 

 
Also note, that if you have different oxygens originating from different sources (e.g. water, Ooxo, vs. 
dioxygen, Oper), you will need to give different labels in frq_INPUT.angs, before running the frequency jobs: 

O.per              -0.72959419   -1.23465561   -0.97498890 
O.oxo               0.02738512    0.82979323    0.56598375 
O.per               0.66502095   -1.27994285   -0.96926452 

 
Afterwards, we can get a summary of the lowest freq values: 
 
getfreqs frq_*ut 
Printing only first 10 frequencies 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
ADF Frequencies found in frq_Sn2_FMeCl_-1_1.930055.out  
   133.64   133.64   185.32   398.27   876.87   876.87  1137.73  1379.05  1379.05  3086.86 
 
QUILD Frequencies found in frq_Sn2_FMeCl_-1_1.930055.out  
   133.71   133.73   185.23   398.00   878.47   878.48  1139.28  1379.03  1379.04  3086.33 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
ADF Frequencies found in frq_ts_Sn2_FMeCl_-1_1.930056.out  
  -325.82   215.29   215.29   266.25   901.05   901.05  1053.02  1352.17  1352.17  3110.01 
 
QUILD Frequencies found in frq_ts_Sn2_FMeCl_-1_1.930056.out  
  -299.15   215.25   215.29   266.23   901.80   901.81  1054.08  1352.17  1352.17  3109.67 

 
and prepare the *molf for visualization of the normal modes with XYZviewer (myupdate). 
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There are many more options which can be used to prepare input-files, especially related to spectroscopy 
(UV-Vis, NMR, EPR, Mössbauer, X-ray Absorption). 
 
$MSXC/msinp -h 
 
Usage: msinp [--adf ADFVERSION] [-i]/[-t TYPE] FilesToBeProcessed 
 
Either start from a coordinates file (*.angs/*.xyz) or based on outputfile, 
do a follow-up calculation (e.g. freqs, spectroscopy). 
 
-i: 
 start a new calculation series starting from a coordinate file (angs/xyz) 
 
 -t TYPE: 
epr          EPR calculation 
frq          Vibrational frequency analysis for thermodynamics 
fwdrev       Followup on frq, forward/reverse optimization to connect TS with reactant and product 
isotp        Isotope effect for freq. calculations, restart from freq. run WITH LABELLED ATOMS (!) 
lt           Linear transit constrained geometry optimization 
moss         Mossbauer spectroscopy (see agm2 / agm4 script for getting values from output) 
nmr          NMR spectroscopy 
opt          Geometry optimization 
sp           Single point (generates t21 file) 
ts           Transition state search 
uv           UV-vis absorption spectroscopy (excited states) 
xas          X-Ray Absorption spectroscopy (XANES) 
 
 --adf ADFVERSION: 
2017     Version 2017.* and perhaps 2018.* 
2019.1   Version 2019.1xx (does NOT include scf%mixing1) 
2019.3   Version 2019.3xx (includes scf%mixing1) 
 (default: 2019.3) 

 
Note that for isotope effects on vibrational frequencies, one needs the *t21 file (saved as *t21.gz by use of the 
gz_cp_t21 command in the input file, where needed). Depending on the machine, these are saved at different 
locations: 
 
Beta: directory from where the job was submitted 
Csuc: /scratch/$USER/SUBDIR (where SUBDIR is the subdirectory from which it is was submitted) 
Cesga: $MYPROJ probably 
Peregrine: /data/$USER/ SUBDIR (where SUBDIR is the subdirectory from which it is was submitted) 
 
For isotp type of calculations, make a link to the actual t21.gz file (if it is not present in the current directory; 
mainly needed for Csuc and Peregrine: 
ln -s ACTUALDIR/frq_INPUT.*t21.gz frq_INPUT.t21.gz 

(where INPUT is obviously the name of your input) 
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USEFUL COMMAND LINE SHORTCUTS (SCRIPTS) 
 

§ getfreqs: reports 10 lowest frequencies found, both for ADF and QUILD 
o in case of ADF, the SCANFREQ corrected values (preferred values) 

§ msc: conversion program for changing between outputs and different inputs 
§ msthermo: utility to read frequency output and provide Gibbs free energy 

o obligatory for any report of Gibbs free energy/entropy 
§ myreport: overview of geometry optimization/TS-search progress 
§ myupdate: transforms QUILD/ADF outputs (File.out) into: 

o File.out.angs:  XYZ coordinates in Å# 
o File.out.xyz: xyz formatted file (Å), for use with e.g. Pymol# 
o File.out.molden: Molden file 
o File.out.molf: Molden frequency file, for use with XYZviewer 

§ molf-fwd.angs Coordinates file (Å) for reoptimizing where molecule has been 
distorted along imaginary frequencies, forward direction§ 

§ molf-rev.angs Coordinates file (Å) for reoptimizing where molecule has been 
distorted along imaginary frequencies, reverse direction§ 

§ molf-fwdTS.angs Distorted coordinates along imaginary frequencies, except the 
frequency belonging to the TS, forward direction§ 

§ molf-revTS.angs Distorted coordinates along imaginary frequencies, except the 
frequency belonging to the TS, reverse direction§ 

§ molf-vib.weights List for all atoms of the 10 vibrations in which the atom 
participates the most 

§ § fwd/rev direction is arbitrary, could be coinciding with reaction coordinate, or 
opposite to it; see revfwd below 

o File.out.rep Reports bonds, closest atoms, and angles for bonded atoms# 
o # If geomopt/TS-search not yet finished, “.tmp” will be included in filename 

§ quildsummary: summary of geomopt/TS-search progress in detail 
§ revfwd: assign forward/reverse directions as correct (-c) or incorrect (-i)  

o see fwdrev type of calculations for msinp 
§ tsrc: progress of TS-search (shows values TSRC internal coordinates) 
§ updangs: update outputfile, and copies latest *.angs file to be able restart job again starting from those 
§  
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MACHINE SPECIFIC OPTIONS FOR MSQS 
 
In all cases, one can see the options available for msqs with the -h option. Below you will find the typical uses 
for the different machines: 
 
Beta: 
msqs -ql3 -c1-6 -a4 INPUT 

Send it to queue l3 (3 days) with number of cores between 1 and 6, to architecture a4 (currently, there are 
available: a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, but not all users have access to all architectures; if you login you are notified to 
which architectures you can submit: 

You can submit jobs at: 
- @hpiqc3 
- @hpiqc4 
- @hpiqc5 
- @hpiqc6 
- @hpiqc7 

NOTE: it is very important that you wait at least 20 seconds before sending jobs to the queuing system, 
otherwise it goes berserk. I.e. 

for a in opt*angs ; do msqs -ql3 -c1-6 -a4 `basename $a .angs` ; sleep 25 ; done 

 
Csuc: 
msqs -c12 -t12 INPUT 

Send it to run with 12 cores for a maximum of 12 hours. 
 
Cesga: 
msqs -c12 -t12 INPUT 

Send it to run with 12 cores for a maximum of 12 hours. 
 
Peregrine: 
msqs -c12 -t12 INPUT 

Send it to run with 12 cores for a maximum of 12 hours. 
 
 


